
PROHIBITION

INSTRUCTIONS



PROHIBITIONThe police can no longer face up to the Criminal Gangs which reign in the poorer New York districts ...A mercenary like yourself is what they need ! The police are ready to pay a lot of money for successful people - like you. Your assignment is to eliminate all the hired killers. But be careful! They’ll defend themselves to the death ...The number of killers doesn’t worry you. We expect you to stand up to them, but watch o u t: they hold hostages ... yes, we agree, it is a sickening method ...This time it will be necessary to use all your skill so as to avoid hitting innocent victims ...
CONFIGURATIONPROHIBITION is compatible with Spectrum and with Commodore C64, C l28 cassette version.
LOADING AND START-UPBefore use, ensure that all the parts are properly connected. 
SPECTRUM VERSION— Insert the cassette in the tape-recorder, making sure that it is rewound to the beginning.— Type LOAD““ and press RETURN.— On the screen you will see the following options :. KEMPSTON. INTERFACE 2 . PROTEC . KEYS— After selecting one of these options, the program will load itself and start automatically.



COMMODORE CASSETTE VERSION— Insert the cassette in the tape-recorder, making sure that it is rewound to the beginning.— Press PLAY on the tape-recorder.— If you’re using Commodore 128, type G064 and confirm by pressing Y.— Then, for Commodore 64 as well, press SHIFT and RUN/STOP simultaneously.— The program will load itself and start automatically.
PRELIMINARIES
On Spectrum:If you play using the keyboard, the cursor keys will be :“Q” for Up “S” for Down “0 ” for Left “P” for Right(This is for “QWERTY’ keyboards only).— Press the SPACE BAR to fire.If you play using the keyboard or the joystick :— Press ENTER to dodge.— The number keys (1-0) will toggle the pause.
On Commodore:If you play using the keyboard, the cursor keys will be :“I” for Up “M” for Down “H” for Left “L” for Right— Press “F“ to fire.



If you play using the keyboard or the joystick :— To dodge, press ANY KEY (except the keys defined previously).— Press CLR/HOME to stop the game and go back to the beginning.— To start the game, press “F“ on the keyboard and press the FIRE button on the joystick.
PRINCIPLE OF THE GAMEYou have a contract to fulfil: Get rid of all the killers which appear, without causing the death of an innocent victim ... Your gunsight looks onto the fronts of the houses.
COMMANDSTo move the gunsight, move the joystick in the desired direction. To fire, press the FIRE button on the joystick. With the keyboard, use the keys that you defined at the start. DODGE : The only means of protection against the enemy bullets, is the dodge key. When you press it, you dodge the bullets ... But you can’t dodge indefinitely!Each completed contract brings in Dollars and makes you go to a higher level: there are other killers who are quicker...

CONDITIONS OF GUARANTEEINFOGRAMES guarantees all its products against any defect in manufacture for one year from date of purchase. In the event of a defective cassette or disk being returned, it will be replaced once the fault has been checked. To replace defective software please contact your INFOGRAMES retailer and give him the cassette or disk with its original packaging. You may also replace your product by sending it directly to :INFOGRAMES - Mitre House - ABBEY Road-Enfield - Middlesex - EN1 2RQThis guarantee is invalid if the cassette or disk returned as faulty has been damaged in any way whatsoever, whether by accident or not, and the fault is not related to a manufacturing error.


